Map Theory is a powerful extension of type-free lamba-calculus (with only a few term constants added). Due to Klaus Grue, it was designed to be a common foundation for Computer Sciences and for Mathematics. All the primitive notions of first-order logic and set theory, including truth values, connectives and quantifiers, set-membership and set-equality, are interpreted as terms. All the usual set-theoretic constructs, including inductive data-types, get computational interpretations. Now, Grue's version of Map Theory is founded, in the sense that it only considers mathematical sets or classes which are well-founded with respect to the membership relation. In [19] , we have shown that it was possible to design an alternative version which takes non-well-founded sets into account, and allows for co-inductive reasoning over them. This new version opens the way to a direct representation of co-inductive data-types and of circular processes and phenomena in Map Theory. In this article, we give parallel presentations of the two versions of Map Theory and of their relations with ZF C. We also give a flavor of the proofs of their relative consistency with respect to the existence of a strongly inaccessible cardinal. These proofs take place inside the κ-continuous semantics, which is an extension of Scott's continuous semantics (where κ = ω) to any regular cardinal κ.
Introduction
Well-founded Map Theory . The untyped λ-calculus is widely used in computer science, in particular for the theory of functional programming languages. It is the consistent part of the original system introduced by Church [3] [4] in order to be both a theory of computability and a foundation for mathematics (with function and application as primitive notions).
Coming back to Church's foundational intention, Klaus Grue designed in [9] an equational extension of the untyped λ-calculus, called Map Theory, and showed that it is at least as powerful as ZF C +F A, where F A denotes the usual foundation axiom. The consistency of the theory w.r.t ZF C + SI, where SI is the axiom asserting the existence of a strongly inaccessible cardinal, is proved in [2] .
Antifounded Map Theory .
However, Grue's theory, which will be denoted by M T F in this paper, does not take into account non-well-founded sets. During the last fifteen years, one could observe a growing interest in antifoundation in set theory. This interest is mainly motivated by some developments in computer sciences. Indeed, in this area, many objects and phenomena do have non-well-founded features : looping processes, transition systems, paradoxes in natural languages etc... Some others like strings, reals, formal series.... are potentially infinite, and can only be approximated by partial and progressive knowledge. Thus, it is natural to use universes containing adequate non-well-founded sets as frameworks to give semantics for these objects or phenomena. Moreover, it is often not relevant to use the classical principles of definition and reasoning by induction to define and reason about these objects. All this led some computer scientists and mathematicians like R. Milner, Bart Jacobs, Jan Rutten, Daniele Turi, Martina Lenisa...(see, for instance, [14] , [15] , [11] , [16] , [17] , [12] , [13] ) to develop a new and more suitable approach, which is to define and to use the dual principles of definition and reasoning by co-Induction.
According to this approach, we designed in [19] an antifounded version of Map Theory, which will be denoted by M T A. This new equational theory allows quantification over non-well-founded objects and gives a formalization of co-inductive reasoning. In [19] , we proved that M T A is consistent relatively to ZF C + SI, and that it is at least as powerful as ZF C + AF A, where AF A is the antifoundation axiom introduced by F. Honsell and M. Forti in [6] and popularized by P.Aczel in [1] under the following form : AF A : "Every graph has a unique decoration" Remember that a graph is just an ordered pair (a, b), where a is a set and b is a binary relation on a, and that : Definition 1 A function d is a decoration of the graph (a, b) if, for all x ∈ a, we have : d(x) = {d(y) : (x, y) ∈ b} From AF A, one can deduce the existence of a large class of non-well-founded sets. For instance, one can check easily that, in order to "decorate" the one element graph ({x}, {(x, x)}), one needs a "self-singleton", that is, a set Ω such that Ω = {Ω}. Moreover, the uniqueness of the decoration (which is defined by : d(x) = Ω), implies that this self-singleton is unique.
Related work .
Map Theory is a very original system which is highly different in spirit from each of the very few other foundational systems based on untyped λ-calculus. First, the number of its primitive constants and of its rules is kept very low. Secondly, its interpretation of the membership relation is essentially dual of the traditional interpretation where a set is represented by its characteristic function, and "x ∈ A" is translated by (Ax) (i.e. A applied to x). Let us recall that this traditional interpretation was that of the initial system of Church and also, for instance, of the system of Flagg-Myhill [5] . The interested reader can find a deeper comparison between Map Theory and Flagg-Myhill's system in [2] .
Klaus Grue has recently designed in [10] a new version of M T F where the "Construction Axioms" (presented here in Section 5.1.1) are theorems, and which is intended to be more suitable for some further utilizations. In particular, this new version is used by S. Skalberg in [18] to implement Map Theory inside the theorem prover Isabelle. Nevertheless, a consistency proof for this new theory remains to be presented.
Plan of the article .
In this article, we give parallel presentations of M T F and M T A, and of their relations with ZF C. We also give a flavor of their consistency proofs inside the framework of the κ-continuous semantics, which is a generalization (and a weakening) of Scott's continuous semantics.
In Section 2, we will give an informal presentation of M T F and M T A, and of their common-core which will be denoted by M T . In Section 3,4 and 5, we will present successively three groups of axioms and rules which permit, respectively, the embeddings of Propositional Calculus in M T , of Predicate Calculus in M T , and of ZF C in M T F and M T A. Sections 6 and 7 will be devoted to the validation of F A in M T F and of AF A in M T A. Finally, in Section 8, we will discuss an open problem concerning an alternative axiomatization of M T A.
The complete proofs of all the results about M T F presented in this paper can be found in [9] and [2] , those about M T A can be found in [19] . Section 4.4 generalizes to all first order languages analogue results of [9] which were only concerned with set theory and the missing proofs can also be found in [19] .
Map Theory : a synopsis
This synopsis of M T, M T F and M T A splits into two parts. In the first one, we will present the syntax of the two theories, the second will be about their consistency proofs as they were carried out in [2] and [19] .
Informal discussions will use the expression "Map Theory" to speak about common features of M T F and M T A.
Syntax

The languages of M T F and M T A
The only expressive means available for the theories M T F and M T A are the equations between terms of a λ-calculus enriched with a few constants. These constants are ⊥, T, if , ε, φ for M T F , to which we were forced to add the constant "= A " for M T A. All the notions used by predicate calculus (such as truth values, connectives and quantifiers) and by set theory (such as membership and equality) are translated by terms of λ-calculus. In particular, the boolean True is represented by the constant "T ", the equation A = T reads "the term A is true". The boolean False is represented by every λ-abstraction λx.A, but the term F = def λx.T will stand as its canonical representative. In addition to the classical truth values True and False, Map Theory borrows from λ-calculus an extra "truth value", which is the U ndef ined, represented by the constant "⊥". The role of the others constants will be explained later on.
In the following, the metavariables A, B, ... andĀ,B, .... will denote respectively terms and finite sequences of terms of Map Theory (including the empty sequence). The length ofĀ will be denoted by lg(Ā). We will denote respectively by u, v, ..., x, y... andū,v, ...,x,ȳ.. the variables and finite sequences of variables of Map Theory and ZF C (we will assume that they both use the same countable set of variables). We will denote by F V (B) (resp. F V (B)), the set of free variables of the term B (resp. of the sequenceB). The script B[x] will imply F V (B) ⊆x and will imply thatx is without any repetition. Finally, B[C/x] will denote the term obtained by the correct substitution ofC to the variables ofx, and will suppose that lg(C) = lg(x).
Notation 3Ā =B abbreviates the sequence of equations (A i = B i ) 1≤i≤n , with n = lg(Ā) = lg(B).
Notation 4 A = B will mean that the equation A = B is a theorem of both M T F and M T A. We will specify M T F or M T A for the theorems which belong to only one of the two theories.
Principle of the embedding of ZF C in Map Theory
The embedding of ZF C in Map Theory splits into two steps :
1. Every formula G of ZF C is translated into a termĠ. The following terminology will be useful :
Overview of M T , M T F and M T A
As we said before, M T is the common core of M T F and M T A. It consists in three groups of axioms and rules. The first one, named Axioms of λ-calculus and of propositional calculus, includes the usual αβ-equivalence and describes the computational behavior of the constants ⊥, T and if . Finally, it contains a rule, called Quartum Non Datur, which allows the embedding of propositional calculus in M T . The second one, named Axioms of Predicate calculus, describes essentially the behavior of the constant ε and allows us to embed predicate calculus in M T . The third one consists in the so called Construction axioms 1 . These axioms state some simple closure properties of the "Universe of Sets" which is syntactically represented by the constant φ. They are essentially used to embed ZF C in M T F and M T A.
In addition of the axioms and rules of M T , the theory M T F has one extra Construction axiom and one extra rule. The axiom, denoted by M T F -P rim, plays, among other things, a central role for the validation in M T F of the Axiom of Infinity. The rule, called Induction Principle, is used, like its analogue of set theory, as a principle for "reasoning". Moreover, it is also used to show the usual properties of equality in M T F (reflexivity, symmetry, transitivity).
In addition to the axioms and rules of M T , the theory M T A has an "Infinity axiom" which has a more classical formulation than M T F -P rim. The reason why we were forced to replace the latter by the former is explained in Section 8. The theory M T A has also a rule called the Co-induction Principle and a group of axioms called Equality axioms, which express the usual properties of equality (which are proved in M T F using the Induction Principle). Finally, M T A has a last extra axiom M T A-Deco which is crucial for the validation of AF A.
Semantics
The κ-continuous semantics of λ-calculus
As already said, the constructions of models of M T F and M T A in [2] and [19] are done in the framework of the κ-continuous semantics of λ-calculus, which is a straightforward generalization of the (ω-)continuous semantics of Scott to every regular cardinal κ. The notions of κ-cpo (κ-complete partial order), κ-compact and κ-continuous function are defined, as usual, from the notion of κ-directed subset. A subset B of a partial ordered set D is κ-directed if, for all X ⊆ B such that Card(X) < κ, there exists an upper bound of X in B.
In order to model some axioms of Map Theory containing the constants ε and φ, one must work with particular κ-cpos : the κ-Scott domains. A κ-cpo D is a κ-Scott domain if every bounded subset of D has a sup, and if every element u ∈ D is the sup of the set of the κ-compact elements below u (this set is then κ-directed). More details about the κ-continuous semantics, can be found in [2] or [19] .
As in the ω-case, the κ-continuous functions are exactly the functions which are continuous for some topology, The categories of κ-cpos and κ-Scott domains, with κ-continuous functions as morphisms, are two cartesian closed categories (c.c.c.). These categories give rise to models of λ-calculus, which are their reflexive objects, in others words
In the following, a reflexive κ-cpo (M, λ, A) will simply be denoted by M. Let us recall now the interpretation | | of closed terms with parameters in a κ-cpo M, for an extended λ-calculus with constants, and relatively to an interpretation j of these constants :
Notation 7 When there will be no ambiguity, | A | will be simply denoted by A. Moreover, we will write M A = B to express that M satisfies the equation
Notation 8 For all u,x ∈ M : ux is defined as usual by induction on lg(x) ∈ ω, starting from ux = def A(u)(x).
Notation 9 uΦ = def {ux : x ∈ Φ}, for all u ∈ M and Φ ⊆ M.
Let us also recall that the function λ allows us to define a sequence (λ n ) n∈ω of κ-continuous functions, which code into M the functions of [M n → M] κ , in such a way that, for all n ∈ ω,ū ∈ M n and f
The definition is by induction, starting from λ 1 = def λ, thus, in particular, we have λ(f )x = f (x).
κ-premodels of Map Theory
Intuitively, and to begin with, a model M of Map Theory is a space of monotonic functions F with two extra elements T M and ⊥ M added, the latter being also the least element of M. This 3-partition of M corresponds to the three truth values of Map Theory : False which is the truth value of functions, True which is represented by T M , and Undefined represented by ⊥ M .
The κ-premodels defined in [2] follow this first intuition, and are the most natural reflexive κ-cpos which can be enriched into models of Map Theory. In particular, as we will see later on, every κ-premodel satisfies the group of "Axioms and rules of λ-calculus and of propositional calculus". The existence of such κ-cpos requires only standard tools of denotational semantics, and the simplest is built in [2] . The definition uses the following notations.
Notation 10 For M ≡ (M, λ, A) a reflexive κ-cpo, we will denote by :
Remark 11
It is easy to show that, for F = def λxλy.(xy), we have :
T M is a maximal element of M and ⊥ M is the unique element below it. 3) λ and the restriction of A to F are two inverse isomorphisms between the κ-cpos F and
Notation 14 When there will be no ambiguity, T M and ⊥ M will be simply denoted by T and ⊥.
Universes of sets inside κ-premodels
For modelling M T F and M T A we start from any κ-premodel M. The difference between the two models begins with the constructions of two adequate subsets of M, denoted respectively by Φ F and Φ A in this article (Definitions 56 and 57). These sets, once enriched with adequate equality and membership relations (denoted by = F and ∈ F in the first case, = A and ∈ A in the second case), will be models of ZF C + F A and ZF C + AF A respectively; this however requires κ > σ, for some (strongly) inaccessible cardinal σ.
One main distinctive feature of Map Theory is its interpretation of the membership relation. In a first and intuitive approximation, one defines the "membership" relation Φ on Φ by : v Φ u iff u = T and v ∈ uΦ. In particular, from the set theoretic point of view, T represents the empty set in Map Theory.
But it is easy to exhibit distinct u, v ∈ Φ such that uΦ = vΦ, and so, the relation Φ is not extensional (i.e. two different sets may have the same "elements"). We will see in Section 5.2.2 how to get an adequate and extensional interpretation of membership, using some kind of quotient of Φ .
Propositional Calculus in M T
Until the end of the paper, we will assume that κ is some fixed regular cardinal, and that M is a κ-premodel.
In this section, we present the first group of axioms and rules of M T , i.e. the "Axioms of λ-calculus and of propositional calculus", which allows us to embed the Propositional Calculus in M T . Then, we introduce a significant abbreviation concerning some kind of equations named Non-monotonic Implications 2 . Next, we show how to translate propositional calculus into terms of M T . Finally, we sketch the proof of the satisfaction of the above axioms and rules in any κ-premodel M.
Axioms of λ-calculus and of propositional calculus
Besides the usual axioms and rules of αβ-equivalence (which we omit here), the first group contains five axiom schemes which describe the applicative behavior of the constants ⊥, T, if , and a rule named Quartum Non Datur which syntactically expresses that M splits into three parts. For all terms A, B, C :
Remark 15 Using the axioms and rules of αβ-equivalence, it is easy to show that :
for all abstractions λy.S.
Non-monotonic implications
Abbreviations of equations will be introduced by " ≡ def " (instead of " = def ", which will be kept for term abbreviations).
Remark 17 It is easy to check, using Select1, that T :B = B.
Notation 18 (non-monotonic implications).
A → B ≡ defĀ :B =Ā:T An equation of the formĀ → B is called a non-monotonic implication. The reason why it is called an implication is given by the following theorem, which is the analogue of the Modus Ponens of propositional calculus. On the other hand, it is called non-monotonic because the characteristic function of equality is not monotonic. In contrast, Definition 21 below introduces a term⇒ called "monotonic implication" which is bound to be interpreted by (the code of) a κ-continuous, and hence monotonic, function. 
Embedding of Propositional Calculus
The constants ⊥, if , and the canonical representatives of True and False (T and F ), allow us to define terms, abbreviated by∧,∨,⇒,¬,⇔, which translate the usual connectives of propositional calculus. The definition of these terms can easily be deduced from the following abbreviations which concern β-reducts of the terms applied to variables.
Notation 21 For all variables x and y :
Notation 22 For any formula G[x] of propositional calculus, we will denote byĠ[x], or simplyĠ, the term which translates this formula in M T . It is straightforward to obtain this term using the definition above.
The main consequence of the axioms and rules introduced in this section, including the QN D, is the following theorem (which uses the term "!" which has just been defined).
Theorem 23 If G[x] is a tautology of propositional calculus then !x →Ġ
The intuitive meaning of !B = T is that "B is defined", i.e. not ⊥. Since it is easy to check that !T = T and that !λx.A = T for all A, x, the intuitive meaning of the theorem is : Lemma 24 For all u ∈ M we have M (T u) = T and M (⊥u) = ⊥.
We need now to give an interpretation of the constant if satisfying the M TSelect axioms. The natural way to do it is to let j(if ) = λ 3 (IF ), where IF is the following function (its κ-continuity follows from the Remark 13).
Lemma 25
The function IF from M 3 to M, which is defined by :
There is still to check that M satisfies the QN D. In fact, it is clear from Remark 11 and Definition 12.3 that M satisfies a stronger property, called Strong Quartum Non-Datur (SQND) in [2] , and which is expressed as follows.
Lemma 26 (SQND) For all κ-premodels M we have : M = {u ∈ M : |F u| = u} ∪ {T, ⊥}
Predicate Calculus in Map Theory
The domain Φ of quantification
The main difference between the quantifiers of Map Theory and the quantifiers of predicate calculus is that the former ones have a domain. This domain, which is denoted by Φ in this section, is represented in the syntax by the constant φ, which is interpreted in M by the code of the characteristic function of Φ.
Definition 27 We will denote by χ Φ the following function, called the characteristic function of Φ ⊆ M, and defined on M by :
The fact that χ Φ takes only two values T and ⊥ has to be expressed, in the syntax, by the following axiom :
The constant ε and the quantifiers in M T
The quantifiers ∃ and ∀ are translated in M T by means of the constant ε which is a variant of the Hilbert choice operator. This constant denotes the function E Φ defined below, relatively to some fixed choice function ρ on M.
Definition 29 :
We will see, in Section 4.5, which conditions on Φ imply the κ-continuity of E Φ , and hence allow us to interpret ε in M by λ(E Φ ). Then, quantifiers are defined as follows.
Definition 30
For all terms A, let :
Interpreting ε by the code of E Φ , we get the desired semantic meaning of∃ and∀, which we make explicit for∃ (the dual result holding for∀) :
Lemma 31 The interpretation of∃x.A is equal to ⊥, F or T and :
The quantification axioms
These axioms express some useful properties of the function E Φ , in particular that its domain of quantification is Φ. The axiom Quantif1 is the analogue of the instantiation rule of predicate calculus :
These axioms, added to those of the first group, have Theorem 38 below as a main consequence. Intuitively, this theorem expresses that it is possible to embed predicate calculus in M T , provided that the terms which translate the formulas have a "defined truth value" True or False.
Interpreting first-order theories
Until the end of the section, L will denote any first-order language. We will denote by P L the set of predicate symbols of L, by F L the set of function symbols of L, and by F L the set of first-order L-formulas.
Given an interpretation θ which associates to each predicate or function symbol of L a closed term of Map Theory, we will denote byθ the straightforward extension of θ to F L , i.e. the one obtained using Definitions 21 and 30.
Notation 32Ġ (resp.Ṙ) will be a simplified notation forθ(G) (resp. θ(R)).
Example 33 Let G be the formula ∃x (Rx ∧ Qx), where R, Q ∈ P L are unary predicates. Thenθ(G) = defĠ = def∃ x.(Ṙx∧Qx) Definition 34 θ forces the determination of P L if, for all R ∈ P L , we have : φx 1 , ...., φx n −→! (θ(R) x 1 ...x n ) where n is the arity of R.
Definition 35 θ forces the closure of the domain of quantification under F L if, for all f ∈ F L , we have :
where n is the arity of f . 
Satisfying the Quantification Axioms in M.
Let us now return to our κ-premodel M. The satisfaction of the quantification axioms presupposes the interpretation of the constants φ and ε by the functions χ Φ and E Φ and so, presupposes the κ-continuity of χ Φ and E Φ (Def. 29 et 27).
We already know that χ Φ is κ-continuous iff Φ is a κ-open subset (Remark 28).
The requirement for the continuity of E Φ is given in the following lemma.
Definition 42 Let ξ be any cardinal. We will say that K ⊆ M is essentially ξ-small if there is H ⊆ M such that Card(H) < ξ and H ⊆ K ⊆ ↑ H.
The main result of this section is the following theorem.
Definition 44 Φ ⊆ M is a domain of quantification (for the predicate calculus) if Φ is κ-open and essentially κ-small.
Theorem 45
If Φ ⊆ M is a domain of quantification and φ, ε are respectively interpreted by (the code of ) the functions χ Φ and E Φ , then M satisfies the axioms of quantification.
Of course, when dealing with set theory, we will be interested in "big" Φ's, in the sense that they should be suitable for representing the universe of sets. However, we can have less ambitious purposes. Suppose, for example, that we get interested in interpreting Peano's Arithmetic in Map Theory. In this case, a relevant domain of quantification will be Φ ω = def { λx 1 ...λx n .T : n ∈ ω}. It is easy to check that Φ ω is κ-open for all κ, and that it is essentially κ-small if and only if κ > ω.
A still more simple example of a possible domain of quantification would be the domain of Φ Bool = def {T, F }, which is κ-open and essentially κ-small for all κ ≥ ω.
Embedding ZF C in Map Theory
We suppose here that ZF C is written with the two relation symbols ∈, =, and we denote by ZF C −ext the theory ZF C minus the Extensionality axiom. First, notice the particular status of the Extensionality axiom in ZF C. Indeed, all the axioms of ZF C −ext express the existence of some sets whereas the Extentionality axiom expresses a property of the membership and equality relations.
In the first subsection, we will sketch the validation of the axioms of ZF C
−ext
in Map Theory (in the sense of Definition 5). In the second one, we will introduce the translations of membership and equality in M T F and M T A, and we will say a few words about the validation of the Extensionality axiom, which can be proved from these translations.
Embedding ZF C −ext in Map Theory
From the point of view of Map Theory, the axioms of ZF C −ext express the closure of the universe under some operations : P airing, P ower, U nion.... (possibly of arity 0, for the axioms which assert the existence of a particular set, as the Emptyset axiom or the Infinity axiom). Each usual operation on sets corresponds to a term of Map Theory, called a set constructor. A list of the set constructors relevant to the axiomatization we chose is given in [19, p. 55] . In this paper, we give only three basic useful examples corresponding to Singleton, P airing and Ordered-P airing operations :
Notice that the term x, y = def , xy corresponds to the Kurakowski's definition of the ordered pair : (x, y) = def {{x}, {x, y}}.
The fact that the universes Φ F and Φ A , which were introduced in Section 2.2.3, are closed under the set constructors, is syntactically expressed by means of non-monotonic implications. Theses equations follows in M T F and M T A from a group of axioms, named the Construction Axioms, which express some simple closure properties of Φ F and Φ A , and which are natural from the point of view of λ-calculus.
In the rest of the Section 5.1, we will first state these axioms. Then, we will shortly describe a generic method for validating the axioms of ZF C −ext . Next, we will be interested in the satisfaction of the construction axioms in M. We will end with the definitions of the universes Φ F and Φ A inside M.
The construction Axioms
The construction axioms use the following abbreviations : (if x a (f λz.g(x(bz))) ) x∈ A y = def ((∈ A x)y), where∈ A is the term which translates ∈ in M T A (see Definition 69 below). The term Y is the well-known Curry's fixed point operator. The term (P rim f a b) denotes a primitive recursive function for which a defines the base case, f defines the recursive case, and b sort of enumerates the destructive/predecessor functions available.
The construction axioms :
The construction axioms of M T F (resp. M T A) consist in the ten first axioms plus M T F -P rim (resp. M T A-Inf inity). Notice that the axioms M TDiag, M T -CInv and M T -Comp replace the axioms C-M 1 and C-M 2 of [9] . They are indeed simpler, more natural from the point of view of λ-calculus, and as powerful (as shown in [9] and [2] ).
Remark 47 M T F -P rim implies the validity of the axiom of Infinity in M T F . The natural way to treat infinity in M T A would be to replace M T F -P rim by a dual axiom M T A-CoP rim. In fact, as it will be discussed in Section 8, we were forced to fall back on M T A-Inf inity.
A generic method for interpreting ZF C −ext in Map Theory
All the axioms of ZF C −ext are of the form ∀x∃z.H [z,x] , where H is a formula of ZF C. The generic method to get the validation of such a theorem is to exhibit a set constructor c H such that : 1.
φx → φ(c Hx ) (intuitively : the universe Φ F (or Φ A ) is closed under c H ) 2.
φx →Ḣ[c Hx ,x] (whereḢ is the translation of H) Then, using theorems 39 and 40, one can deduce : 3.
∀x∃ z.Ḣ[z,x] = T Example 48 For the pairing axiom, one takes c H = P and one shows :
1. φx, φy → φ(P xy) 3 2. φx, φy → (x∈P xy∧y∈P xy) (needs a proof ) and one deduces : 3. ∀ x∀y∃z.(x∈z∧y∈z) = T
Satisfying the Construction axioms
To model some of the Construction axioms, we need to assume the existence of a strong inaccessible cardinal. So we suppose now that M is built within a universe satisfying ZF C + SI. The letter σ will denote a fixed inaccessible cardinal, and we will suppose that M is a κ-premodel with κ > σ. We also suppose that the constants ⊥, T and if are interpreted as in Sections 3.4 and 4.2.
In the following, Φ ⊆ M is a quantification domain (in the sense of Def. 44) and we assume that φ and ε are interpreted by the codes of χ Φ and E Φ .
We will present in this section some requirements over Φ which will enable us to model the construction axioms of M T F and of M T A.
Notation 50 For allx ∈ G ω and n ∈ ω, we will denote byx n the sequence consisting of the n first elements ofx. In particular, if n = 0 thenx n is the empty sequence.
Definition 51 Let G ⊆ M :
Notation 53 O σ (G) denotes the set of all the essentially σ-small and κ-open subsets of G ⊆ M.
We now define two properties (depending on σ), the GCP (General Closure Property) and the GCPA (General Closure Property for Antifoundation) :
Definition 54 Let G ⊆ M, we will say that G satisfies the :
We are now ready to give the main theorem of this section, which in fact collects two theorems. The first one comes from [2] and its premisses will be satisfied by Φ F . The second one comes from [19] and its premisses will be satisfied by Φ A . The rest of the section will be used to comment this theorem. Let us remark first that ⊥ / ∈ Φ T implies trivially the satisfaction of M T -T and M T -⊥. The rest of the discussion will concern the property Φ ⊆ Φ 0 which was called Strong Induction Principle in [2] and plays two different roles : 1) combined with the GCP it allows us to prove M T -App and M T F -P rim.
2) it is equivalent to the well-foundation of Φ with respect to Φ (i.e. there is no infinite sequence (u i ) i<ω such that u i+1 Φ u i for every i ∈ ω). This wellfoundedness, on one hand implies the satisfaction of the Induction Principle of M T F , and on the other hand allows us to show that Φ is a model of F A (via suitable interpretations of membership and equality).
Definitely, if Φ is non-well-founded then Φ Φ 0 . Then, the satisfaction of M T -App follows from the property Φ ⊆ Φ + and from the GCPA.
Construction of the universes Φ F and Φ A
We now define Φ F and Φ A by ordinal induction up to σ.
Definition 56 Φ F = defΦσ where (Φ α ) α≤σ is the sequence of sets defined by :
Definition 57 Φ A = defΦσ where (Φ α ) α≤σ is the sequence of sets defined by :
In this definition, (δ α ) α≤σ is a sequence of elements of M, called universal decorators. We will talk about them again in Section 7.2.
Definitely,
The main issue of the consistency proofs of M T F and M T A lies in the following results. 
The Extensionality axiom in M T F and M T A
In this section we will first define the interpretations of equality and membership in M T F and M T A. Then, we will talk about the properties of these interpretations which allow to validate the Extensionality axiom. This will lead us to state a new group of axioms of M T A, called the Equality Axioms. Finally, we will briefly show how to model these axioms in M.
Interpretations of equality in M T F and M T A
In this section, we introduce the two binary relations on M, denoted by = F and = A , which are the adequate interpretations of equality mentioned in Section 2.2.3. We will also introduce the term= F which translates equality in M T F and is the syntactical representative of = F . Since = A has no known syntactical representative as a term of the language {⊥, T, if, ε, φ}, we have to introduce a new constant= A 4 to play this role. We will see in Section 5.2.4 that the interpretation of= A is the characteristic function of = A , is a sense that we will make precise.
First, let us associate to each subset Φ of M the following increasing operation Θ Φ on (P(M 2 ), ⊆).
be defined by : Definition 64 :
The term A is a syntactical analogue of Θ Φ . One can indeed easily check that, when φ and ε are interpreted by the codes of χ Φ and E Φ , then, for all r ∈ M and R ∈ P(M 2 ), we have :
The following lemma is a rather easy consequence of this remark.
Lemma 65 = F is a fixed point of Θ F and an equivalence relation on Φ F .
In particular, every fixed point of Θ Φ is a Θ Φ -bisimulation.
4=
F and= A are respectively denoted by= and∼ in [9] and [19] .
Definition 67 = A is the union of all the
It is easy to check that R ⊆ (Φ The maximality of = A is essential for the satisfaction of the axiom AF A and of the Co-Induction Principle of M T A. Moreover, the fact that = A is defined on Φ + A , and not just on Φ A , is essential for the satisfaction of the axiom M T A-Deco (see Section 7.2).
Interpretations of membership in M T F and M T A
In Map Theory, the membership relation is defined from the equality relation.
Definition 69 :
Let us comment this definition in the case of M T A (for M T F the explanations are similar, with Φ F , ∈ F and = F replacing Φ A , ∈ A and = A ).
As mentioned in Section 2.2.3, the relation Φ A is not extensional; thus we will interpret membership with the relation ∈ A defined, for all u, v ∈ Φ + A , by : v ∈ A u iff u = T and there exists x ∈ Φ such that ux = A v. The relation ∈ A is syntactically represented by the term∈ A above which, hence, translates "∈" in M T A.
Notation 71 From now on,Ġ denotes the term translating the formula G of the language of ZF C in M T F (resp. M T A) using= F and∈ F (resp.= A anḋ ∈ A ) to translate "=" and "∈" (following Section 4.4).
Validation of the Extensionality axiom in M T F and M T A
The properties of equality in M T F .
The following properties of= F are needed to validate the Extensionality axiom in M T F . The four points of Theorem 72 were proved in [9] using the Induction Principle. The lemma is a non-monotonic equivalence (cf. Notation 20) and follows easily from the definition of= F as a fixed point of A, plus standard reasoning in M T . The intuitive meaning of the rule is that (under the hypothesisĀ) : "Suppose u = T satisfies the property B, and suppose, moreover, that B is true for every u = T as soon as it is true for every v ∈ Φ F such that v Φ F u. Then B is true for every u ∈ Φ F " The satisfaction of the rule in M follows easily from the property Φ F ⊆ Φ The fact that we have M T A AḞ A1 = T follows from a unique new construction axiom named M T A-Deco. The fact that M T A AḞ A2 follows from a new rule named the CoInduction Principle. First we state and comment this rule. Then we will present the axiom M T A-Deco.
The CoInduction Principle of M T A
The coinduction principle is a deduction rule which expresses syntactically that, for every Θ A -bisimulation R ⊆ Φ The proof of M T A AḞ A2 = T using the CoInduction Principle is detailed in [19] . The set theoretic intuition which is behind this proof is the following : If d and d are two decorations of the graph a, b then, for every x ∈ A a, the images d x and d x are Θ A -bisimilar; so, by maximality of = A and since = A interprets equality, they are equal. Thus, the functions d and d are equal on all the elements of their domain, and so they are equal.
The Axiom M T A-Deco
The axiom M T A-Deco expresses that, for all b, x ∈ Φ A , there exists u ∈ Φ A such that δbx = A u, where δ is a term which we are going to discuss and which is defined in [19, p. 116] . Its satisfaction in M follows easily from Lemma 80 below. First, let us state this axiom :
We sketch now the intuitive proof of M T A AḞ A1 = T , and in particular describe the role of M T A-Deco.
The proof roughly follows the method used to validate the axioms of ZF C −ext in Section 5.1.2, and consists first in exhibiting a set constructor Deco, which is the term representing the "operation" Decoration in M T A. Its definition can be deduced easily from the following abbreviation.
Definition 77 Deco(a, b) = def λz. az,δb(az)
In this definition, the variable a represents the set of nodes of the graph to be decorated, and b its set of edges. The use of the "ordered pair constructor"
, corresponds to the fact that a decoration is a function, and that a function is defined as a graph in set theory. The termδ is actually the heart of the definition of Deco. To understand its definition, we will first get interested in the term δ. Before that, we give two key lemmas. Notice that the second one correspond to the first point of the method described in Section 5.1.2. δ α 's of the definition of Φ A (Definition 57). The precise definition of δ α has no interest here. Let us simply say that δ α does not have syntactical representative in the language of M T A, and that it satisfies Property (2) relatively toΦ α . Thus, δ α ∈ Φ A is called the universal decorator of rank α.
Lemma 80 For all b, x ∈ Φ A , there exists α < σ such that δbx = A δ α bx. In particular, δbx ∈ Φ + A .
Using Lemma 80, the general method for defining a decoration d for a graph a, b is the following : for every x ∈ A a, we choose u ∈ Φ A which is bisimilar to δbx (the existence of u follows from the lemma), and we set down d(x) = u. The bisimilarity between d(x) and δbx ensures Property (2) for d(x). The syntactical implementation of the above method is the term Deco(a, b) (remember that ε syntactically represents a choice function).
We are now able to give the reason why we do not limit the scope of some of the Equality axioms to Φ A (as remarked at the end of the Section 5.2.3). It is to allow the syntactical handling of terms of the form δbx (whose interpretations are in Φ + A but not in Φ A ). In particular, these axioms, combined to M T A-Deco, allow us to use reflexivity, symmetry and transitivity on terms of that form.
An open problem : the consistency of M T ACoPrim
In this section, we discuss briefly the axiom M T A-CoP rim which we wanted originally to integrate in M T A. Unfortunately, we were not able to prove its consistency (in connection with the other axioms of M T A). Let us state this axiom and explain its interest compared to that of M T F -P rim. We already said in Remark 47 that M T A-CoP rim would imply the validity of the Infinity axiom in M T A, and could replace M T A-Inf inity. In addition, it seems to be able to replace also the axiom M T A-Deco. Before giving more details, we recall briefly the categorical interpretation of well-foundation and of antifoundation (details can be found, for instance, in [17] ).
M T A-CoP rim
Stating F A is equivalent to saying that the universe (of sets) is an initial algebra for the functor "Power " in the category of classes and class functions. Stating AF A is equivalent to saying that the universe is a final co-algebra for the functor "Power ". This is essentially how AF A was first expressed in [6] under the name of X 1 .
The axiom M T F -P rim (cf. 5.1.1) expresses a property of Φ F which is close to the "existence" part of initiality. Furthermore, it allows to validate the Infinity axiom using the 0-ary set constructor ω F = def (P rim λx.x T T ) (which interprets ω). More generally, M T F -P rim expresses that Φ F is closed under a particular scheme of definition by induction which corresponds to the term P rim.
Dually, the axiom M T A-CoP rim expresses a property which is close to the "existence" part of finality and of the axiom X 1 (which corresponds to AF A1). Integrated into M T A, it would allow us to validate the Infinity axiom using the term ω A = def (CoP rim λx.x T ). This term has actually a computational meaning, contrary to the term that we were forced to use in [19] to interpret ω. Moreover, M T A-CoP rim would allow us to have, in M T A, a scheme of definition by co-induction, which would be the dual of the induction scheme of M T F , and which would correspond to the term CoP rim.
Finally it is quite interesting to note that ω A and ω F are β-equivalent, and so are provably equal in M T . Nevertheless, this fact is of no help even for proving that it is consistent to add the axiom φω A = T to M T A. Adding this axiom would be sufficient to interpret the Infinity axiom.
Conclusion
Map Theory is a very ingenious foundational system which is at least as powerful as ZF C. But, in some sense, it goes further than this theory since, in most cases, it associates to each usual set a λ-term which has a natural computational meaning in λ-calculus, whereas ZF C only asserts the existence of the aforementioned set.
Many questions about Map Theory remain open, and in particular the one discussed in the previous section. Let us mention two others. The first one asks for the exact power of Map Theory, which is between ZF C and ZF C + SI. The second one is whether one can design versions of Map Theory which would embed foundational theories whose primitives are not only sets. We are thinking, in particular, of the class theory of Bernays-Gödel, and of the very general theory of Di Giorgi-Forti-Honsell-Lenisa-Lenzi (see, for instance, [8] , [7] ).
Indeed, Map Theory appeals to such a generalization because classes and class functions can be represented by terms of Map theory in, at least, two different ways. The first one, which is in the original spirit of Map Theory, represents a (unary) class by a term u and membership to this class by : x ∈ Φ u iff u = T and there exist y ∈ Φ such that uy = Φ x. This representation already allows for "external quantification" over classes. The second one, which is more classical, also represents a class by a term u but, then, membership is defined by : x ∈ Φ u iff ux = T . The simplest example is the universe Φ itself which is represented as a class by the term λx.x in the first case, and by φ or λx.x=x in the second case. What is lacking yet in the present versions of Map Theory is free quantification over classes, and the possibility of representing "collections of collections".
